Top Tasks 2013
What users are doing on Australian council websites

Foreword
A lot has changed in the digital landscape in recent years.
Where websites used to be driven primarily by IT, they are now also driven by
marketing and communications, customer service and community engagement teams.
People are more mobile and socially connected, while increasingly time-poor. They
have higher expectations from government websites and little patience for poorly
planned and designed sites that prevent them from easily completing their tasks.
Local governments across the world are beginning to adapt by providing users with
simpler and more approachable websites that are research driven and unashamedly
focused on council’s core services and users ‘top tasks’.
Properly done, it’s a win for your users, driving customer satisfaction and
engagement, and for council – reducing customer service costs and time frames.
Research shows that ‘online’ is already the preferred method for government to
interact and transact with citizens, and those doing it successfully are reaping the
benefits.
This report has been compiled to give you a snapshot of the types of information
and tasks users are seeking from council sites in 2013.
We hope you find it useful, and invite you to join the discussion at
www.linkedin.com/company/seamless-cms, or contact us with any feedback or
questions.
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Director of Innovation
Seamless CMS
apalmer@seamlesscms.com
Tel: (03) 9913 0025
Twitter @seamlesscms

‘Every superfluous page we create is one more dead end
for an angry, frustrated, confused user’ - @GovUK team
seeking the irreducible core
Tom Loosemore
@tomskitomski

Needs
The organising principle

User ‘needs’, not government needs, should be
the organising principle for government
websites. Users come to the site to accomplish
tasks and to fulfil needs, not just to hang out.
This needs / tasks based approach also allows
government to concentrate on the things that
deliver most benefits at the lowest cost.

Methodology
To better understand what users are seeking from council websites, we’ve analysed
web analytics data from many Australian Councils’ public websites including:
• Blacktown City Council

• Hume City Council

• Canterbury City Council

• Latrobe City Council

• City of Boroondara

• Moira Shire Council

• City of Greater Bendigo

• Mornington Peninsula Shire Council

• City of Tea Tree Gully

• Murrindindi Shire Council

• City of Wannero0

• Port Macquarie-Hastings Council

• City of West Torrens

• Pyrenees Shire Council

• City of Whittlesea

• Shire of Kalamunda

• East Gippsland Shire Council

• Snowy River Shire Council

• Frankston City Council

• Sutherland Shire Council

• Great Lakes Council

• Wagga Wagga City Council

• Greater Shepparton City Council

• Yarra Ranges Council

Each council provided us with a list of their top 10 pages by total page views, by
mobile page views, by time spent on page and other criteria.
We then combined all pages for each criterion and sorted them by user tasks
(as defined below) and topic area (for example Careers & Employment, Waste &
Rubbish, Leisure, etc):
1 ) Information (explaining someone’s rights or obligations; providing the user with
information or knowledge.)
2 ) Transaction/2-way-communication (transactional or encouraging a shift to digital by
default government services. Is the user providing data to the council and then
council communicating something back?)
3 ) Submission (the user provides data to the council but the council doesn’t directly
communicate anything back to that user.)
Of all combined pages analysed in this report, between 70% and 90% fell into one of
10 topic areas depending on the criterion used to rank them. The remaining pages are
highly miscellaneous in terms of topic area, and are not represented in the diagrams
in this report.

What are users doing on
council websites?
Information based tasks (as compared to transaction or submission based tasks) are
still the single most popular reason for users coming to Council websites, comprising
95% of total page views and 98% of all pages viewed from a mobile device. In terms
of time spent on site, information pages account for 94% of total time.
Transaction tasks come second. While councils believe that almost one third (28%) of
their website’s top 10 most important tasks relate to transactional tasks, actual usage
statistics suggests that this is not the case, with transactional tasks representing only
5% of the top 10 most hit pages. This may be due to users finding the transactional
systems and processes available on council websites to be more difficult to use than
traditional channels (telephone, email or visit to the customer service centre).
Thirdly, submission tasks (such as participating in online community consultations)
are still in early stages of adoption, but do show a growing interest with 3% of top 10
tasks focusing on submission tasks.
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Most popular pages
The following graph represents the most popular information based pages by total page views. For
example, when sorted by ‘total page views’ 15% of pages relate to Employment / Careers at council,
making this the single most popular topic area. The 10 topics listed below represent 85% of all
information based pages ranked by page views. The remaining 15% of pages relate to a broad range of
miscellaneous subjects that represent less than 1% each and therefore are not included in this graph.
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Most popular pages on mobile
The following graph represents the most popular information based pages when the website is viewed
from a mobile operating system. For example, when sorted by ‘total page views from a mobile operating
system’ 20% of pages relate to Facilities / Parks / Leisure Centres, making this the single most popular
topic area. The 10 topics listed below represent 88% of all information based pages ranked by page
views from a mobile operating system. The remaining 12% of pages relate to miscellaneous subjects
that represent less than 1% each and therefore are not included in this graph.
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Longest time on page
The following graph represents which information based topic areas users are spending the longest time
on. For example, when sorting pages by ‘longest time spent on page’, pages relating to Planning /
Building / Development represent 15% of the pages listed, making it the topic that people spent the
longest time reading. The 10 topics listed below represent 67% of all information based pages ranked by
time spent on page. The remaining 33% of pages relate to miscellaneous subjects that represent less
than 1% each and therefore are not included in this graph.
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Which tasks did councils
think users wanted the most?
The following graph represents the information based topics that councils thought users were looking for
on their website. For example, of the suggestions provided, 13% of tasks related to Waste / Rubbish /
Recycling, making this the most popular information based topic ‘councils thought users were coming to
their websites for’. These are the top 10 most popular topic areas, which comprise 80% of all information
tasks ranked by what councils think users want the most from their sites. The remaining 20% are a
range of miscellaneous subjects that represent less than 1% each and therefore not included in this graph.
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What topics appear consistently in
council websites?
The following diagrams show how many times a certain topic makes an appearance
across the individual (un-combined) top 10 lists provided by each council.
For example, pages directly relating to Employment made it into 95% of all the top 10
lists provided by councils for ‘total page views’.
• Total Page views refers to how often a topic appeared in the top 10 for ‘page views
from all devices’ (eg employment appeared in the top 10 tasks of 23 out of 24
councils surveyed)
• Mobile Page views refers to how often a topic appeared in the top 10 for ‘mobile
operating system’ (eg employment pages appeared in 19 of the 24 top 10)
• Average time spent refers to how often a topic appeared in the top 10 for the
‘longest time spent on page’
• Perceived Importance refers to how often a council placed a task in their top 10,
based on their perception of how important it is (eg 20 of the 24 councils surveyed
listed employment related tasks as one of their top 10)
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Seamless insights
Statistics suggest that there is a gap between council’s perception of what
information and services residents are seeking on council sites, and the reality of
what information and services residents are actually accessing.
For example, only half of participating councils listed ‘Contact details’ as a top 10
need residents come to fulfil on their site, whereas pages relating to this specific
topic appeared in the ‘Most Viewed Pages’ statistics of every participating council.
Another example is councils belief that almost a third of residents come to their site
in order to conduct transactions, where statistics show that less than 5% of visitors
are accessing pages which are transactional in nature.
When it comes to the information residents are seeking on council websites, an
overwhelming 85% of top 10 pages, and 88% of top 10 pages from mobile operating
systems, can be clearly classified into one of ten topic areas (as per page 6). This
finding applies across all participating councils, regardless of their location or size.
In terms of how long users spend reading a page – information related to Building
and Planning took top spot for ‘most time spent on page’. From mobile devices
however, intensive reading tasks such as Building and Planning, and Minutes and
Agendas, as well as transactional tasks, were rarely accessed.
When users access council’s website from mobile, quick look-up tasks (such as
operating times for leisure centres, locations of parks, waste collection dates) were
by far the most popular, representing over 50% of all tasks from a mobile device.
Information not related to the core business of council, or which users could get
elsewhere – such as local community and business directories – received less than 1%
of total page views, supporting the notion that most people come to council websites
to access the information and services that only council can provide.

How do these insights translate to meaningful actions?
Council’s primary public websites should be built on robust evidence that puts their
user’s needs (rather than the interests and judgement calls of business units) as the
organising principle.
Councils should aim to deliver the core functionality of their project at launch and
develop a culture of iterative, continuous refinement (that recognises a successful
website needs ongoing evolution) to deliver well planned, meaningful services to their
community.
From a governance perspective, a centralised team should be rigorously pruning
content based on the information that residents actually need – which as evidenced
in this report is highly consistent regardless of council size or location.
The shift towards online as the first point of contact has the power to transform the
relationship between council and their residents, businesses and visitors.
Done well, a user centric website will help council deliver information and services in
a more convenient and cost effective manner, while also making them better and
more personalised.

About this report
An online survey was conducted across Australia. The respondents were staff
members of local councils involved in the management of the public website using
Google Analytics to monitor and analyse website traffic. Surveys were conducted
during April 2013. Seamless recommends using the survey results as a ‘guide only’
to assist with decision making for Council.

About Seamless
Seamless CMS is a specialist in content management software (CMS) and services
for local government.
Our technology powers websites, intranets, elected member extranets and mobile
solutions for Councils and Government departments across Australia, New Zealand
and North America.
Our services teams have many years of experience helping local councils to better
serve their community, create efficiency and reduce operational costs through the
online channel.

Contact Seamless
For more information about this report or to learn how Seamless can help you deliver
a better online service to your website users, please...

email us at contact@seamlesscms.com
call us on +613 9913 0020
You can download a digital version of this report at:
www.seamlesscms.com/TopTasks2013
and register to receive our next industry report straight to your email on:
www.seamlesscms.com/Insights
You can also follow us on Twitter for daily tips and industry trends:
@SeamlessCMS
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